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Tracking the sliding of grain boundaries
at the atomic scale
Lihua Wang1†, Yin Zhang2†, Zhi Zeng2, Hao Zhou2, Jian He3, Pan Liu4, Mingwei Chen5, Jian Han6,
David J. Srolovitz7,13, Jiao Teng8, Yizhong Guo1, Guo Yang1, Deli Kong1, En Ma9, Yongli Hu10,
Baocai Yin10, XiaoXu Huang11, Ze Zhang1,12*, Ting Zhu2*, Xiaodong Han1*

Grain boundaries (GBs) play an important role in the mechanical behavior of polycrystalline materials.
Despite decades of investigation, the atomic-scale dynamic processes of GB deformation remain elusive,
particularly for the GBs in polycrystals, which are commonly of the asymmetric and general type.
We conducted an in situ atomic-resolution study to reveal how sliding-dominant deformation is
accomplished at general tilt GBs in platinum bicrystals. We observed either direct atomic-scale sliding
along the GB or sliding with atom transfer across the boundary plane. The latter sliding process
was mediated by movements of disconnections that enabled the transport of GB atoms, leading to a
previously unrecognized mode of coupled GB sliding and atomic plane transfer. These results enable
an atomic-scale understanding of how general GBs slide in polycrystalline materials.

G
rain boundaries (GBs) are interfaces
that separate grains of different crystal
orientations (1, 2). A GB slides when the
two adjoining grains undergo a relative
displacement parallel to the boundary

plane. GB sliding, sometimes coupled with GB
migration, can strongly affect the inelastic
deformation of polycrystallinematerials, such
as diffusional creep at elevated temperature
(3, 4) and plastic deformation at ambient
temperature (5–7). GB sliding has recently
received considerable attention in studies of
plastic deformation and grain size stabiliza-
tion in nanocrystallinemetals (7–12). Although

GB-mediated deformation has been investi-
gated using a variety of in situ and ex situ
experimental techniques (13–18), the atomic-
scale process by which GBs slide remains
unclear, largely because of a lack of direct high-
resolution, experimental observations. The
past several years have seen rapid progress in
in situ atomic-resolution experiments (19–23).
However, the atomic-scale processes associated
with the deformation of general GBs has not
been clearly resolved, mainly because tracking
atomic movements during GB deformation is
extremely difficult.
Atomistic modeling and simulations have

provided most of our current understanding
of the atomic-scale events accompanying GB
deformation (4–7). For example, molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations have examined
the mechanical behavior of special types of
coincident site lattice tilt GBs in face-center
cubic (FCC) bicrystals (5–7). These simula-
tions revealed a strong coupling between GB
sliding and migration through transforma-
tions of structural units between the GB and
the adjoining crystal lattices (4–7), which
permit sliding with no change in GB struc-
ture. This concept has been generalized to
account for general GB bicrystallography and
the motion of deformation-carrying line de-
fects in GBs, i.e., disconnections (6, 7). Dis-
connections are characterized by both a step
height and Burgers vector: If the step height
is zero, then the disconnection is a pure dis-
location, whereas if it has zero Burgers vector,
then the disconnection is a pure step. MD
simulations also demonstrate that the defor-
mation of general GBs, when mediated by GB
disconnection motion at room temperature
(24–27), often leads to coupled GB sliding and
migration, whereas pure sliding only occurs at

relatively high temperatures (5–7). Unlike
special, high-symmetry GBs (4–7), GBs in real
polycrystals are commonly general types, i.e.,
low-symmetry bicrystallography, asymmetric
GB planes, and non-flat GBs. It remains to be
demonstrated whether the aforementioned
atomic processes of GB sliding, as derived
fromhighly idealized atomistic modeling and
simulations, are directly applicable to general
GBs in polycrystals under laboratory loading
conditions.
We report in situ atomic-scale observations

of sliding-dominated deformation of gen-
eral high-angle tilt GBs in FCC Pt (bicrystals
extracted from polycrystals) during nano-
mechanical testing (28, 29) (fig. S1) in an
aberration-corrected transmission electron
microscope (Cs-TEM). The thin-film bicrystal
geometry permits large-scale GB sliding with-
out the constraints of the triple junctions
present in polycrystals, thus facilitating step-
by-step monitoring of GB sliding processes
over a large sliding distance. We show a time
series of in situ Cs-TEM images that provides
a representative example of sliding by ~19 Å
of an asymmetric <110>-tilt GB with a mis-
orientation angle of 20.1° between adjoining
grains (Fig. 1, A to H). A magnified Cs-TEM
image of a segment of the initial GB shows
that both the left (GL) and right (GR) grains
are aligned with the <110> zone axis, such
that white spots represent the projection of
<110> atom-columns (Fig. 1I). General high-
angle tilt GBs are rarely flat on the atomic
scale. The commonly occurring asymmetric
GBs (which are generally observed in real
polycrystals) tend to form atomic-scale facets
with atomic-sized steps (on one or both sides
of the GB plane). For the GB segment studied
(Fig. 1I), one side of the boundary exhibits flat,
close-packed {111} facets on the face of grain
GR, whereas the other side involves an atomic-
scale corrugation on the face of grainGL,which
is a reflection of the fact that this grain face
is a high-index {331} plane of grain GL. This
corrugation can be described as single-atomic-
layer height steps separated by {111} facets that
are three to four atoms wide.
We characterized the structure of the GB

(Fig. 1I) in terms of two sets of ½<110>{111}
lattice dislocations residing at the GB that
serve to accommodate the lattice misorien-
tation between adjoining grains GL and GR

across this asymmetric tilt GB. We marked
each dislocation as “⊥” at the termination of
its half plane. These dislocations often com-
bined to form GB Lomer locks, each of which
had a characteristic core structure of a five-
membered unit (marked by a pentagon). Our
Burgers loop analysis of a representative GB
Lomer lock (Fig. 1J) shows its Burgers vector
to be½<110>{001} (fig. S2). DuringGB sliding,
each Lomer lock adjusted its position and
structure, frequently dissociating temporarily
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into two individual ½<110>{111} dislocations
that subsequently recombined into a Lomer
lock. The large open space in the pentagon
core unit of a GB Lomer lock facilitates the
transfer of atom-columns across the GB plane.
To clarify the nature of atomic-scale GB

sliding, we show high-magnification Cs-TEM
images (Fig. 2) of the boxedGB region (Fig. 1A)
(see movies S1 and S2 and figs. S3 and S4 for
the complete time series). In these images, the
in-plane atomic rows in GR are indexed by
numbers to facilitate tracking of changes in
alignment between atomic rows in GR and
GL across the GB due to its large sliding dis-
placement (figs. S5 and S6). Image compar-
ison (Fig. 2, A and B) reveals a series of pure
GB sliding events. Before GB sliding (Fig. 2A),
a close-packed {111} face of GR was parallel
to the GB plane and in contact with a
stepped {331} face of GL; the former consists
of atom-columns labeled uppercase letters A to
M, and the latter comprises atom-columns
labeled lowercase letters a to o.
At 0 s, the step-corner atom-column i on the

face of GL was located at a bridge site relative
to atom-columns J and K on the face of GR

(Fig. 2A). At 2.5 s, grain GL slid such that this
atom-column i translated to a neighboring
bridge site (between columns I and J, Fig. 2B).
Other atom-columns (lowercase letters) in the
vicinity of column i also slid in amanner similar
to that of rigid-body translation. The coherency
of slip can also be seen by focusing on another
step-corner atom-column g at a bridge site rela-
tive to columnsH and I at 0 s, which translated
to a bridge site relative to columns F and G at
2.5 s. Overall, atom-columns on the face of GL

slid in a rigid body motion relative to those on
the face of GR without rearranging the atomic
structure of the faces of GL and GR (see fig. S6
for more details). This process was pure (or
direct) GB sliding in the absence of GB mi-
gration. During this process, the pentagon
core units of the GB Lomer locks adjusted
their position and/or shape, with no discern-
able change in misorientation between ad-
joining grains GL and GR. Such pure sliding
was mediated by disconnections that glide
along the boundary plane (4).
In addition to pure GB sliding, we observed

a previously unrecognized mode of coupled
GB sliding and atomic plane transfer beyond
2.5 s. This GB deformation featured a change
of the number of the {331} layers on the face
of grain GL on one side of the GB, which was
a result of transfer of the constituent atom-
columns of the {331} layers into the first {111}
layer on the face of grain GR on the other side
of the GB, in conjunction with transport of
transferred atom-columns along the bound-
ary plane. Specifically, comparing GB atom-
columns (uppercase and lowercase letters on
grains GL and GR) at 0 s (Fig. 2A) and those
(with mixed uppercase and lowercase letters

on the face of grain GR) at 6.0 and 9.0 s (Fig. 2,
C and D), it can be seen that the transfer of
atom-columns occurred predominantly from
grain GL to GR. Focusing on a GB segment at
0 s (Fig. 2A), where the face of grain GL

consisted of the first-layer atom-columns g, i,
and l and the second-layer columns f, h, and
k, we see that these two atomic layers were
closely spaced {331} planes (indicated by
red dashed lines). At 6.0 and 9.0 s (Fig. 2, C
and D), the constituent atom-columns in the
two {331} layers were transferred across the
boundary plane and inserted into the first
{111} layer on the face of grain GR (29) (fig. S7).
This process is evident by themixed uppercase
and lowercase letters in Fig. 2D. Correspond-
ingly, the two {331} layers on the face of GL

present at 0 s were removed by 9 s, thus re-
ducing the number of lattice planes parallel
to the GB plane and resulting in a normal
displacement of grain GL by two {331} in-
terlayer spacings toward the GB plane. The
coupled GB sliding and atomic plane trans-
fer contrast with the commonly studied GB
sliding deformation in previous experiments
and simulations in which the number of lat-
tice planes parallel to the GB plane was
conserved.
To resolve the unit events of GB sliding

more clearly than is possible through visual
inspection, we developed an automated atom-

column tracking method based on previous
related studies (29–32). This method can auto-
matically label atom-columns and thus corre-
late them between images during GB sliding
(fig. S8 and movie S2). To demonstrate its
efficacy, we first focused on cases in which
the number of atom-columns was not con-
served after atom-column transfer across the
GB. For example, atom-column H was present
at 2.5 s (Fig. 2B) but disappeared at 6 s (Fig. 2C);
h′ appeared at 6 s but did not exist at 2.5 s.
We were able to resolve the detailed forma-
tion process of h′ (Fig. 3) through automated
atom-column tracking. At 5 s (Fig. 3A), atom-
column h was located at the pentagon core
unit of a GB Lomer lock. This core unit en-
closed a relatively large free space, which can
be considered a vacant lattice site on the face
of grain GR. At 5.5 s (Fig. 3B), a white streak
appeared at h during its transfer. This streak
was likely caused by the transient processes
of transfer of individual atoms that belonged
to the same atom-column h, but experienced
nonuniform in-plane displacements due to
kink nucleation andmigration along the atom-
column direction (22). At 6.0 s (Fig. 3C), h was
transferred into the vacant site; meanwhile, a
new atom-column h′ appeared at the site oc-
cupied previously by the transferred h. Al-
though the total number of atoms should be
conserved during GB sliding, the number of
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Fig. 1. Atomic-scale sliding of an asymmetric tilt GB in a Pt bicrystal. (A to H) Series of Cs-TEM images
showing the sliding of an asymmetric <110>-tilt GB with 20.1° misorientation. The left and right grains
are marked as GL and GR, respectively. (I) Magnified Cs-TEM image for the green boxed region in (A).
One side of the boundary is the close-packed {111} face (marked by a red dashed line) of grain GR, and
the other side consists of a series of atomic-scale steps (marked by green dashed lines) on the face of grain
GL. Two sets of ½<110>{111} GB dislocations are identified, and the extra half plane of each dislocation
is marked by symbol “⊥.” These GB dislocations often combine to form GB Lomer locks, each of which has
the characteristic core structure of a five-membered unit (marked by a pentagon). (J) Burgers loop analysis
of a representative GB Lomer lock gives the Burgers vector of ½<110>{001} (red arrow).
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atom-columns was increased during the
transfer of h (fig. S9). The formation of h′was
further confirmed by the automated tracking
of atom-column trajectories, as shown by an
atom-column displacement map (Fig. 3D).
Atoms in the newly formed atom-column h′
might come from atom-column h and/or its
surrounding atom-columns through atom dif-
fusion, but we could not determine this un-
ambiguously from the Cs-TEM images. The
diffusive processes of atom transport are likely
mediated by vacancy migration. We obtained
the map of atomic volume strains at 5 s (Fig.
3E) (29). The pentagon core unit of the GB
Lomer lock exhibits a large local volume ex-
pansion, indicative of a sliding-induced in-
crease of local expansion at this core unit that
facilitates the transfer of h. This result implies
that the appearance of new atom-columns or
the disappearance of preexisting atom-columns
(figs. S6 to S11) can effectively accommodate
local deformation incompatibilities associated
with stepped grain faces, thereby preventing
the formation of energetically costly void for-
mation or atom-column jamming at the GB.
Therefore, the pentagon core unit of the GB
Lomer lock plays an important role in the
transfer of atom-columns and the associated
formation and removal of atom-columns in
the GB region.
To understand how the transfer of two {331}

layers on the GL face occurred through the
transfer of constituent atom-columns during
GB sliding, we identified a series of unit
processes of atom-column transfer across
the boundary plane with the aid of GB Lomer
locks and subsequent atom-column transport
along the GB (29) (Fig. 4 and fig. S12). As an
example, we focused on the transfer of atom-
column E from the face of GL to GR. At 4 s
(Fig. 4A), we observed two GB Lomer locks in
the form of pentagon core units: The top unit
was E-f-F-S-T and the bottom was J-l-K-U-V.
As GB sliding proceeded, grain GR moved
downward relative to grain GL. Comparison
of Fig. 4, B and C, shows that a vacant lattice
site formed between atom-columns R and S
such that the top pentagon core unit moved
into the first {111} layer of the GR face. This
was followed by the transfer of atom-column
E into the newly formed vacant site (fig. S12,
A to D), resulting in the motion of the top
pentagon core unit back to the GL face. Al-
though atom-column E left the GL face, it did
not disappear and was actually transferred to
the first {111} layer on the GR face. During the
subsequent sliding of grain GR, atom-column
E was moved downward (fig. S12, D to F),
resulting in its transport along the GB. We
observed similar processes from the bottom
pentagon core unit. In this case, atom-column l
from the GL face was first transferred into the
first {111} layer of the GR face (Fig. 4B) and
then transported (Fig. 4C and fig. S12, D to F)

in the same manner as atom-column E with
the aid of the bottom pentagon core unit. As
this type of atom-column transfer and motion
repeated, several atom-columns were relocated
from the {331} layers on the GL face to the {111}
layer on the GR face (one by one) and then

transported down the GB. These processes
collectively resulted in the transfer of two {331}
layers from the GL face, leading to the mixing
of atom-columns labeled by uppercase and
lowercase letters on the GR face (compare
Fig. 2, A andD). Evidently, the coupledprocesses
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Fig. 2. Atomically resolved sliding at an
asymmetric <110>-tilt GB. (A to D) Magnified
Cs-TEM images (corresponding to the green boxed
region in Fig. 1A) at 0, 2.5, 6.0, and 9.0 s, showing
direct sliding along the boundary plane as well
as sliding with atom-column transfer across the
boundary plane resulting in coupled GB sliding and
atomic plane transfer. At 0 s in (A), atom-columns
on the face of grain GL are marked by green
lowercase letters, and atom-columns on the face
of grain GR by red uppercase letters. Two {331}
layers on the face of grain GL are indicated by
red dashed lines and they are in contact with the
close-packed {111} layer on the GR face. At 9 s in (D),
the two {331} layers were removed from the GL

face; the constituent atom-columns were transferred
into the first {111} layer on the GR face such that they
were mixed with atom-columns therein.

Fig. 3. Automated tracking of atom-column trajectories. (A to C) Cs-TEM images showing the transfer
of atom-column h from the face of grain GL to the close-packed face of grain GR, accompanied by the
appearance of a new atom-column labeled h′ in (C). Black dots in these images correspond to atom-column
centers identified from automated analysis. (D) Atom-column trajectories and associated atomic displacement
map extracted from (A) to (C) in the green boxed region from automated analysis. Atom-columns at
different times are represented by circles of different sizes and colors. Each short segment represents the
displacement vector of an atom-column between two consecutive images in (A) to (C), and the length
of each segment represents the magnitude of the displacement. The green arrows indicate the transferred
atom-column h and the newly formed atom-column h′, respectively. (E) Contour map of in-plane atomic
volume strains exx + eyy at 5 s, calculated in reference to atom-column positions at 4.5 s.
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of GB sliding and atomic plane transfer oc-
curred through a series of displacive events
of atom-column transfer and motion.
Comparison of Fig. 4, B and C, reveals that

disconnections glided along the GB. Such
disconnections were short-lived during GB
sliding because of the high stresses applied.
Nonetheless, we captured a disconnection
(Fig. 4C) due to its combination with a pre-
existing (intrinsic) GB dislocations to form a
new GB Lomer lock in between the top and
bottomGBLomer locks. SubsequentGB sliding
led to the annihilation of this temporary lock
such that the pentagon core unit decomposed
and the preexisting GB dislocation (marked
by “⊥”) reappeared (fig. S12). This kind of GB
Lomer lock formation and decomposition
was associated with the displacive process of
disconnection gliding and was observed fre-
quently (figs. S11 and S12). In addition, from
the map of atomic volume strains at 4 s (Fig.
4D) and 5 s (Fig. 4E), we found a large local
volume compression around atom-column H
(Fig. 4D) that promoted its removal (Fig. 4B).
A large local volume expansion around atom-
column s (Fig. 4D) resulted from the transfer

of the top pentagon core unit (Fig. 4C). These
results, together with those shown in Fig. 3E,
underscore the important effects of large
local volume strain on driving the formation,
removal, and transfer of atom-columns at the
GB.We reiterate that the coupled processes of
GB sliding and atomic plane transfer occurred
through a series of displacive atomic events at
ambient temperature andwere driven by the
applied high stresses at the GB. This stands in
contrast to conventional creep deformation of
polycrystalline materials operated at elevated
temperatures and low stresses, which can be
attributed to long-range diffusion of atoms
near or at GBs.
Our in situ experiments show that the above

atomic-scale processes of GB deformation were
also frequently observed at the pentagon core
unit of GB Lomer locks from other asymmetric,
<110>-tilt GBs with misorientation angles of
82.1° and of 82.7° (figs. S13 to S19). For GBs in
polycrystals, the same type of GB structures are
common; namely, one side of the GB is a close-
packed plane in one grain, and the face of the
abutting grain consists of a series of atomic-scale
steps. Therefore, the general GB structures and

their sliding processes that we observed are
representative of a broad class of GBs in poly-
crystals. In addition, we observed similar atom-
columnprocesses during plastic deformation of
the mixed type of twist and tilt GBs (fig. S20).
To evaluate the effect of applied loads on

driving GB sliding (fig. S1), we conducted
peak-pair analysis to determine (elastic) lattice
strains near the GB. From the peak-pair anal-
ysis strain maps (fig. S21), we calculated the
average shear strain (gxy) near the GB as ~1.5%.
The corresponding shear stress was ~980 MPa
with the shear modulus of 65.2 GPa for Pt (33).
Such high shear stress is a substantial frac-
tion of the ideal shear strength (~2.1 GPa) of a
perfect Pt crystal (34). The average compres-
sive normal strain near the GB was ~0.5% and
the corresponding compressive stress was
~850MPa with an elastic modulus of 170 GPa.
The high shear stresses applied enabled GB
sliding at room temperature (35), and the high
compressive stresses drove the transfer of
two {331} layers. These high-stress conditions
are usually attainable in bulk nanocrystalline
and ultra-fine-grainedmetals, whereGB sliding
can play an important role in plastic flow
(11, 15, 16). Therefore, the atomic-scale GB de-
formation processes that we observed should
be applicable to bulk nanocrystalline and
ultra-fine-grained FCC metals.
Past research has revealed pure GB sliding

as well as coupled GB sliding and migration
(1–14). These processes preserve the number
of lattice planes parallel to the GB plane. Our
in situ atomic-resolution results not only con-
firm these known sliding modes, but also
suggest the possibility of atomic plane transfer
during GB sliding, leading to a change of the
number of lattice planes parallel to the GB
plane. The latter mode can be interpreted in
terms of GBdisconnection–mediated boundary
deformation. A GB disconnection is generally
associated with a Burgers vector b and a step
height h (7). During GB sliding from 0 to 2.5s,
the GB disconnections involved had a Burgers
vector b along the GB plane without step com-
ponent (fig. S22), resulting in pure GB sliding.
During coupled GB sliding and atomic plane
transfer, the GB disconnections involved had
a Burgers vector bwith both nonzero normal
and tangential components with respect to the
GB plane (fig. S22). The movement of this
type of disconnections produced a GB sliding
displacement along the GB plane as well as
a relative displacement between adjoining
grains normal to the GB plane. In addition, we
found that GB atom-columns could be trans-
ferred from one side to the other and then
moved along the boundary plane upon fur-
ther GB sliding. This type of displacive motion
of atom-columns by an appreciable distance
is different from the conventional diffusional
creep at elevated temperatures by vacancy-
mediated long-range atomic diffusion.
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Fig. 4. Movement and formation of GB Lomer locks. (A) Two GB Lomer locks were identified from their
respective core units (marked by pentagons), along with a stand-alone disconnection in between the
two Lomer locks. (B and C) Movement of the top GB Lomer lock into the face of grain GR occurred through
the formation of a vacant lattice site between atom-columns R and S in (C). A new GB Lomer lock with
a pentagon core unit formed in (C) by combining the stand-alone disconnection (marked by unpaired “⊥”)
in (A) and (B) and a disconnection gliding into the GB segment in the viewport. (D and E) Contour map
of in-plane atomic volume strains exx + eyy at 4 and 5 s, respectively.
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The ability to track time-resolved, atomic-
scale motion of GBs opens opportunities for
gaining deeper insight into the mechanisms
of GB sliding and themechanical behavior of
polycrystalline materials. Some of the observed
atomistic mechanisms of sliding of general
tilt GBs have not been reported previously.
The present results clearly show how general
GBs slide at low temperatures and with no
(or very little) accompanying GB migration.
Broadly, this work demonstrates the great po-
tential of harnessing in situ atomic-resolution
TEM experiments for understanding interface-
mediated deformation and failure mechanisms
in polycrystalline materials and provides new
opportunities for high-resolution handshaking
between experiment and atomistic modeling.
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